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2019 Real Estate Forecast:
What Buyers, Sellers and Investors Can Expect
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There’s no doubt about it: the 2018 housing market has seen
its ups and downs
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MORTGAGE RATES WILL CONTINUE RISING.
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Millennials will keep buying homes — despite those rising rates.
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Home buying power will decrease, but that could be a good thing.
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Overall home sales will drop.


  

      
Inventory troubles will ease — not too much, though.
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Home price growth will continue to slow.



 
Buyers will see less competition, but that might not help first-timers.

  
 
  

  
National rents will rise, but apartment construction could ease renters’ pains.

 
 

   
Individual and institutional investors will battle it out.

 

  

 
 
  
   
Commercial property managers will hop on the shared space bandwagon — or
bring in top amenities to make up for it.

 
 

 

    
Technology will continue to disrupt the industry.

 

 

 
The Moral of the Story.
  


  
 
 


Why Should You Use a Realtor ?
®

www.alamotitlesa.com

 home withoutt

Realtor.com | By Rachel Stults

1. They have loads of expertise
Want to check the MLS for a 4B/2B with an EIK and a W/D? Real estate
has its own language, full of acronyms and semi-arcane jargon, and
your Realtor is trained to speak that language fluently.
Plus, buying or selling a home usually requires dozens of forms,
reports, disclosures, and other technical documents. Realtors have the
expertise to help you prepare a killer deal—while avoiding delays or
costly mistakes that can seriously mess you up.
2. They have turbocharged searching power
The Internet is awesome. You can find almost anything!
And with online real estate listing sites such as yours truly, you can
find up-to-date home listings on your own, any time you want. But
guess what? Realtors have access to even more listings. Sometimes
properties are available but not actively advertised. A Realtor can help
you find those hidden gems.
Find homes for sale on
Plus, a good local Realtor is going to know the search area way better
than you ever could. Have your eye on a particular neighborhood, but
it's just out of your price range? Your Realtor is equipped to know the
ins and outs of every neighborhood, so she can direct you toward a
home in your price range that you may have overlooked.
3. They have bullish negotiating chops
Any time you buy or sell a home, you're going to encounter
negotiations—and as today's housing market heats up, those
negotiations are more likely than ever to get a little heated.
You can expect lots of competition, cutthroat tactics, all-cash offers,
and bidding wars. Don't you want a savvy and professional negotiator
on your side to seal the best deal for you?
And it's not just about how much money you end up spending or
netting. A Realtor will help draw up a purchase agreement that allows

enough time for inspections, contingencies, and anything else that's
crucial to your particular needs.
4. They're connected to everyone
Realtors might not know everything, but they make it their mission to
know just about everyone who can possibly help in the process of
buying or selling a home. Mortgage brokers, real estate attorneys,
home inspectors, home stagers, interior designers—the list goes
on—and they're all in your Realtor's network. Use them.
5. They adhere to a strict code of ethics
Not every real estate agent is a Realtor, who is a licensed real estate
salesperson who belongs to the National Association of Realtors®, the
largest trade group in the country.
What difference does it make? Realtors are held to a higher ethical
standard than licensed agents and must adhere to a Code of Ethics.
6. They're your sage parent/data analyst/therapist—all rolled into
one
The thing about Realtors: They wear a lot of different hats. Sure,
they're salespeople, but they actually do a whole heck of a lot to earn
their commission. They're constantly driving around, checking out
listings for you. They spend their own money on marketing your home
(if you're selling). They're researching comps to make sure you're
getting the best deal.

House Hunters:

6 Home-Buying Tips for the Current Market
Don’t expect (or waste time looking for)
hidden gems
In rising markets, there’s one thing that’s fairly certain: the
properties for sale have been thoroughly picked over.
“You need to have realistic expectations about what you will
find,” says Mary Clare Bland of Moving2Madrid.com, a property shopping company that works exclusively with buyers. “If
you expect to find a bargain ... you will end up being frustrated and discouraged.”

With fewer homes for sale today, would-be buyers are having to get creative
about making their bid stand out.
In September 2017, sales of new homes in the United States shot up to the
highest level in nearly a decade.
The Commerce Department reported an 18.9% increase for the month, during
which about 667,000 newly built homes were sold — a figure not seen since
October 2007. September’s increase also represented the biggest
month-over-month percentage gain since January 1992.
While such figures may be great news for those monitoring the robustness of
the country’s housing market, it’s not ideal news for buyers of modest means.

Not only that, she says, but you could waste a great deal of
valuable time searching endlessly for that hidden gem.

Make the first offer
When affordable houses are few and far between (and
snatched up quickly at that), it’s important to stay on top of
new listings and be ready to pounce.
Brian Davis, co-founder and lead real estate and personal
finance writer for SparkRental.com, suggests that a great way
to do this is by creating alerts on property listing sites. That
way, you’ll be notified when new homes that meet your

These statistics mean that Americans, unable to find existing homes, are
increasingly turning to new construction. At the same time, however,
homebuilders are overwhelmingly focused on creating higher-priced housing,
which often shuts out buyers at the lower end of the market.
For home hunters who may not have a limitless budget (and that’s most of us),
the already challenging home-buying process may be getting harder. That
doesn’t mean you should give up on owning a home. But it does mean you
need to bring your A game, be aggressive, and think creatively. Check out
these six tips to become a home-buying master.

criteria come onto the market.
In addition, Davis recommends finding an extremely proactive realtor who will make sure you’re the first person in the
door when a new property is listed, so you can be the first to
make an offer.
And one more note about selecting a real estate agent — it’s
a good idea to look at the firm they work for.
“Often, realtors who work at good firms will give preferential
treatment to other realtors who work at good firms because
they know that they’re more likely to have a professional and
smooth transaction,” says Kristina McCann, a broker for Alain
Pinel Realtors.

Consider a multi-family home
It might not be what you had in mind, but purchasing a multi-family home can be a great way to get a
taste of home ownership.
What’s more, owning this type of property can be as affordable as renting, says Ray Rodriguez, regional
mortgage sales manager for TD Bank.
“Multi-family homes are often priced higher, but if you buy a three- or four-unit home and rent out the
other units, your monthly expenditure could be the same as when you were renting,” says Rodriguez.
“And often, you can use the projected rental income from the other units to help you qualify for the
mortgage.”

Buy during off-peak seasons
As the winter months and holidays roll in, the market tends to slow down. It becomes more of a buyer’s
market.
“Sellers are much more willing to negotiate [in the winter],” says Alison Bernstein, founder and president
of Suburban Jungle, a firm dedicated to helping young families move from urban to suburban properties. “You are also avoiding the craziness of the spring market with the competitive bidding wars and
overall stress.”
The most sweeping tax overhaul in three decades will make big changes to how families pay their
taxes. The bill lowers tax rates for all income groups, but caps or eliminates many popular deductions.
(Dec. 21) AP

Search off the beaten path
Towns and communities with lower public profiles tend to have houses that cost less because they see
fewer potential home buyers coming through, says Bernstein, adding, “Don’t be afraid to think outside
the box with your home search strategy.”

Be aggressive
While this has been alluded to already, being aggressive can be a tremendous asset in your housing
search. But what does that mean exactly?
Beyond being the first person to make an offer on a property or setting up alerts on real estate listing
sites, you need to start conversations, keep your eyes open for potential properties and do some sleuth
work.
“If you see an abandoned home, contact the seller,” Davis says “Ask in local real estate Facebook
groups if anyone is looking to sell. Ask everyone you know if they know anyone looking to sell.”

And above all, don’t give up.
You can become a homeowner, even with a smaller income — it may simply require some time and
patience. Before you start shopping, though, don’t forget to get pre-approved for a loan through a
bank or credit union, and check your credit before you begin to make sure it’s in good shape.

This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of title insurance business. Alamo Title makes no express or
implied warranty with respect to the information contained herein and accepts no liability for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of said information.

House Hunters Checklist
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PROPERTY SCORECARD
Address:

1. Price
2. Location
3. Curb Appeal
4. Neighborhood
5. Lot Size
6. Driveway
7. Yard/Landscaping
8. Livingroom
9. Family Room
10. Dining Room
11. Kitchen
12. Appliances
13. Master Bedroom
14. Master Bath
15. Bedroom 2
16. Bedroom 3
17. Bedroom 4
18. Bathroom 2
19. Bathroom 3
20. Study/Office
21. Storage
22. Garage
23. Deck/Patio
24. Pool/Hot Tub
25. Heat/AC
26. Taxes
27. School
28. Condition
29. Personal Property
30. Energy Efficiency
31. Room Sizes
32. Floorplan
33. Quality
34. Personality

Tax Benefits of
Home Ownership
1. Mortgage Interest

Interest that you pay on your mortgage is tax deductible, within limits.
If you're married and filing jointly, you can deduct all your interest
payments on a maximum of $1 million in mortgage debt secured by a
first or second home. The maximums are halved for married taxpayers
filing separately.You can't use the $1 million deduction if you pay cash
for your home and later use it as collateral for an equity loan.
If your lender required you to buy PMI (private mortgage insurance,
often required when the loan is for more than 80% of the home's
purchase price), the PMI premiums are tax-deductible for mortgages
taken out in 2007 through 2011. However, the amount of the deduction
depends on your income -- if your household earnings are over
$100,000 per year, the deduction starts to phase out.

2. Points

Your mortgage lender will charge you a variety of fees, one of which is
called "points." One point is equal to 1% of the loan principal. One to
three points are common on home loans, which can easily add up to
thousands of dollars. You can fully deduct points associated with a
home purchase mortgage.
Refinanced mortgage points are also deductible, but only over the life of
the loan, not all at once. Homeowners who refinance can immediately
write off the balance of the old points and begin to amortize the new.

3. Equity Loan Interest

You may be able to deduct some of the interest you pay on a home
equity loan or line of credit. However, the IRS places a limit on the
amount of debt you can treat as "home equity" for this deduction.
Your total is limited to the smaller of: $100,000 (or $50,000 for each
member of a married couple if they file separately), or the total of your
home's fair market value -- that is, what you'd get for your house on the
open market -- minus certain other outstanding debts against it.

4. Home Improvement Loan Interest

If you take out a loan to make substantial home improvements, you
can deduct the interest, with no dollar limit. However, the work must
be a "capital improvement" rather than ordinary repairs.
Qualifying capital improvements are those that increase your home's
value, prolong its life, or adapt it to new uses. For example, qualifying
improvements might include adding a new roof, fence, swimming
pool, garage, porch, built-in appliances, insulation, heating/cooling
systems, landscaping, or more. (Keep in mind that increasing the
square footage of your home could trigger a reassessment and higher
property taxes, though.)
Work that doesn't qualify for an interest deduction includes repainting,
plastering, wallpapering, replacing broken tiles, patching your roof,
repairing broken windows, and fixing minor leaks. You might want to
wait until you're about to sell to do such work, in order to gain the
maximum tax benefits.

5. Property Taxes

Often referred to as "real estate taxes," property taxes are fully deductible
from your income. If you have an impound or escrow account, you
can't deduct escrow money held for property taxes until themoney is
actually used to pay your property taxes. And a city or state property tax
refund reduces your federal deduction by a like amount.

6. Home Office Deduction

If you use a portion of your home exclusively for business purposes,
you may be able to deduct home costs related to that portion, such as
a percentage of your insurance and repair costs, and depreciation.

7. Selling Costs

If you decide to sell your home, you'll be able to reduce your taxable
capital gain by the amount of your selling costs. Real estate broker's
commissions, title insurance, legal fees, advertising costs, administrative
costs, and inspection fees are all considered selling costs.
All selling costs are deducted from your gain. Your gain is your home's
selling price, minus deductible closing costs, selling costs, and your tax
basis in the property. (Your basis is the original purchase price, plus the
cost of capital improvements, minus any depreciation.)

8. Capital Gains Exclusion

Married taxpayers who file jointly now get to keep, tax free, up to
$500,000 in profit on the sale of a home used as a principal residence
for two of the prior five years. Single folks (including home co-owners
if they separately qualify) and married taxpayers who file separately get
to keep up to $250,000 each, tax free.

9. Moving Costs

If you move because you got a new job, you may be able to deduct some
of your moving costs. To qualify for these deductions you must meet
several IRS requirements, including that your new job must be at least
50 miles farther from your old home than your old job was. Moving
cost deductions can include travel or transportation costs, expenses for
lodging, and fees for storing your household goods.

10. Mortgage Tax Credit

A home-buying program called mortgage credit certificate (MCC) allows
low-income, first-time homebuyers to benefit from a mortgage interest
tax credit of up to 20% of the mortgage interest payments made on a
home (the amount of the credit varies by jurisdiction). The maximum
credit is $2,000 per year if the certificate credit rate is over 20%. (See IRS
Publication 530.) You must first apply to your state or local government
for an actual certificate. This credit is available each year you keep the
loan and live in the house purchased with the certificate. The credit is
subtracted, dollar for dollar, from the income tax owed.
Real Estate Deduction Information
For more information on real estate tax laws, visit www.irs.gov. You'll find basic information for first-time homeowners (IRS
Publication 530) and publications about selling your house (IRS Publication 523), business use of your home (Publication
587), moving expenses (Publication 521), and home mortgage interest deductions (Publication 936).

This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of title insurance business. Alamo Title makes no express or implied
warranty with respect to the information contained herein and accepts no liability for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of said information.




DecorAID, January 2019

Rose gold, subway tiles and exposed lighting
were some of the top home decor trends of 2018.
With a new year comes new decorating patterns,
stylish, timeless pieces to fresh takes on old
styles. 2019 is going to have some fantastic home
design trends. Read on and watch out for the
trends our senior designers say will make their
way into your home.
1. ARTISANAL FIXTURES Like velvet pieces
many designers have noticed a shift and that more
decorators are partial to fixture from local artist and
small businesses, especially lighting. Artisan fixtures
personalize your home, and like natural elements,
helps shifts homes focus from the tech world to the
natural world.
2. NATURAL ELEMENTS Stepping away from the

tech-obsessed decor we saw dominate the 2018 design
trends, 2019 move towards fresh, natural materials
such as stone, copper, concrete, and granite. These
elements will help bring an organic and serene
ambiance to any space while reflecting the world
around your home.

3. VELVET FURNISHINGS Believe it or not, velvet
was seen as old fashion and stuffy, now viewed as a
luxurious yet funky. This multi-dimensional fabric has
already started gaining a lot of attention, leading many
designers to believe velvet decor will be one of 2019’s
most sought-after trends.
4. COPPER ACCENTS Rose gold was one of 2018’s
most used decor trend, yet for 2019 we are expecting to
see less rose gold and more copper accents, along with
a mixture of other metals. With it’s red and orange
tones and overall earthy hue, copper is a much-needed
breath of fresh air for the new year.
5. RICHER COLOR PALETTES Though muted
colors can help you avoid making spaces feel
overwhelming, designers believe that 2019 will be a

year where bolder colors are preferred. Richer hues
throughout your home can make your more muted
furnishings and decorative decor pop. Lookout for
dramatic reds, statement pinks, bold yellows and
organic greens.

6. BRASS DECOR 2019 is setting up to be a year
where we wave goodbye to stainless steel and polished
nickel, and welcome brass accents back into our
homes. Brass is a surprisingly warm and subtle
alternative to the expected steel accents.
7. BLACK & WHITE DECOR A truly timeless design

trend, black and white furnishings will want to be on
your list of trends to incorporate into your home’s
decor this 2019. The visual contrast of black and white
will provide a sense of balance and boldness to your
home’s space.

8. MILLENNIAL PINK A massive hit in 2018, this

trendy hue is getting a lot of attention. We’ve already
seen this pink shade make its way into home decor
and fashion, but for 2019 get prepared to incorporate
this hue in new creative and unique ways, as an easy
way to update any space.

9. TONAL REDS The past few years we have seen

designers and homeowners gravitate towards cooler
colors such as blues and greens, so we are excited that
warmer tones are going to be in for the new year.
Tonal reds are a great way to add complimenting
contrast while providing the warmth that makes your
home more inviting

10. GEOMETRIC PATTERNS Similar to floral
patterns and brass decor, incorporating geometric
patterns is no new trend. Yet for the new year
geometric patterns are expected to become a dramatic
presence. Colors will be bolder with oversized
patterns. This is a trend that will help make a bold
statement in any room.

11. CONCRETE ACCENTS Some may wonder why concrete has

left the construction zone, yet 2019 will be the year it steps into many
homes decor. Providing a crisp, clean look that’s easy to compliment
Concrete isn’t just for countertops. Geometric concrete tiles will
become increasingly popular and pair two of next years hottest
design trends into one stylish piece.

12. VINTAGE LIGHTING A trend that many will be shocked to see

making its way back into the new year. The vintage lights we are
expecting to see will be less exposed lighting and more of vintage
pendants and sconces, in brass and copper finishes. 2019 will be a
year where trending designs come together in unison.

13. BUCKET SINKS Also known as Trough sinks, bucket sink joins

the list of vintage design trends that are predicted to make a massive
comeback in the next year. Farm-house inspired, these pans are
family friendly and will add personality and a touch a nostalgia to
any kitchen or bathroom.

14. BURNT YELLOW Previously this shade of yellow was seen as

too overwhelming and dramatic, yet in the coming year, the bolder
the better. Yellow is a color that exudes happiness, confidence, and
cheer. Whether used in accents or statement pieces, burnt yellow is
sure to make your home feel joyous in 2019. If you feel that this is a
risky color, read our designers guide to incorporate yellow accents

15. 70’S CHIC With many old design trends coming back in style
this 2019, such as velvet and geometric patterns, our designers are
expecting to see many nods to the 70s era. 70’s chic decor is all warm
palettes, funky textures, and abstract silhouettes. Incorporating this
trend into your home will bring out amazing personality into every
living room or bedroom design.
16. AGATE WALLPAPER Many seem to stay away from wallpaper

in general, yet 2018 was a year that saw wallpaper used in more
homes. 2019 will be no different, and it is all in print. Agate wallpaper
is making a splash for its pops of colors, and its natural ununiformed
lines and colors perfectly marry both the bold and natural trends we
expect for 2019.

17. MATTE FINISHES From beauty products to customized cars,
technological advancements have made matte finishes all the more
alluring and viable. Compared to the dramatic effect that high-shine
finishes conjure, matte finishes lend furnishings a more relaxed,
however, futuristic appeal.
Take this sleek console brought to life by a sensational yellow and
periwinkle color combo. In a more traditional color combo it would
have come off as standard. And if it were finished with a high-gloss
effect, it would come off as overly loud. Instead, thanks to its matte
patina, it’ll lend any room a quiet sense of dignity and grace while
remaining ultra-cool.

For a similar effect, look for matte finished furnishings that boast
unexpected hues and silhouettes, or go for classic styling as when a
piece is finished with a matte technique, it will remain forever-cool.

18. CANOPY BEDS Though they haven’t been in vogue since the

late 80’s, we’ve seen a steady rise in clients requesting updated takes
on grand canopy beds. It could be because hotel inspired bedroom
suites have been all the rage over the past decade, or it very well
could be that people are seeking out the ultimate comforting oasis.

Whatever the case, minimally minded canopy beds are readily
available in an endless array of options. And since they usually
boast a slim silhouette and elements, they can now fit in almost any
room with ease without coming off as overbearing and unnecessary.
To make one work in your bedroom, follow suit and source a canopy
bed that is quiet and slim to ensure that it won’t take up too much
space or ever go out of style.

19. FLORAL PATTERNS This decorating trend has been around

for awhile, in the upcoming year. However, we will see floral patterns
in a new light. Decorators expect to find exaggerated proportions
and contrasting colors used for this timeless decor pattern.
https://www.decoraid.com/blog/home-design-trends-2019

Why You Should Sell Your
Home in 2019
By Devon Thorsby, Editor, Real Estate Sec tion US News | Dec. 2018

Few people are predicting that 2019 will be a record-breaking year for home prices.
But relatively speaking, 2019 might be the best time for you to put your house on the market. Especially if you’re on
the fence about selling this year or next,
Nick Ron, CEO of House Buyers of America,
recommends going with the devil you know
rather than the devil you don’t.
“I think it’ll be better than 2020 and 2021 –
who knows what’s going to happen in those
years,” Ron says.

Home price growth slowed in the second
half of 2018, with fewer buyers entering the
market, at least partially due to rising
interest rates issued by the Federal
Reserve. In 2019, consumers shouldn’t expect
homebuyers to flood the market again and
drive prices through the roof, but it’s also
unlikely to be a crisis for home sellers.
If you bought your house in the last year or
two, still love it and don’t want to part with it,
go ahead and wait another five years before
revisiting the thought of selling. But if you’re weighing your options to sell, considering selling this year or maybe the
year after, don’t play the waiting game.

New buyers are still entering the market. As interest rates rise, some buyers will hesitate to make an offer on a home
or apply for a mortgage, so be ready to see occasional drops in buyer activity. And if your house is at the higher end of
the price range in your market, you should expect less buyer interest than before. Ron notes the combination of rising
mortgage rates and home prices exceeding buyers' budgets are what has caused the slowing of homebuyer activity in
recent months.
But with available housing inventory remaining low, even with rising interest rates, buyers who are ready to make a
purchase will still shop for homes. The biggest wave of new homebuyers will be among millennials, who are mostly
first-time buyers. In a Harris Poll survey of 2,000 U.S. adults commissioned by real estate information company
Trulia, more than one-fifth of Americans between ages 18 and 34 said they plan to buy a home within the next 12
months. Already, millennials make up the largest share of homebuyers at 36 percent, according to the National
Association of Realtors, which released the number in March 2018.
The bottom line: While houses may sit on the market for a few more days on average compared with 2017 when the
market was white-hot, buyers remain active and it’s still possible to profit from your home sale.
Interest rates are still low-ish. Mortgage interest rates are rising, reaching 4.87 percent in November for a 30-year,
fixed-rate mortgage, per data from Freddie Mac. While rates are at their highest level since February 2011, they

remain much lower than the historic high of more than 18 percent in 1981.
It’s important to keep in mind that while mortgage rates tend to mirror the Fed’s interest rate
activity, mortgage rates are based on the market in that moment, your financial status and the
property you’re looking to purchase.
Just because the Fed raises rates at one meeting doesn’t mean mortgage rates will follow that exact
pattern. “Not every Fed increase is passing on (to) a mortgage rate,” says John Pataky, executive
vice president and chief consumer and commercial banking executive at TIAA Bank.
A sudden leap in mortgage interest rates is unlikely in 2019, though Pataky notes that you should
be ready to see rates continue to climb. “We do expect over the next 12 months that mortgage rates
will continue to drift higher,” he says.
If you’re looking to get the lowest interest rate possible on your next house, try to make a deal
sooner rather than later.
You have high equity. Homeowners who bought during the recession or shortly after
benefitted from historically low interest rates and, up until around 2015, lower home prices that
were still in recovery mode. If you fall into that category, your home equity has risen with nearly
every mortgage payment, each renovation you made to the house and all the other houses on the
block that sold for a higher price.
The higher your equity in your home, the more you net from the sale, which can easily go toward the
down payment on your next house. The larger your down payment, the better you look to lenders
and the lower your interest rate will be, and the less likely you'll need to increase monthly payments
with private mortgage insurance.
Selling in 2019 vs. 2020. If not selling your home in 2019 means putting your house on the market in
2020, the sooner option is the best one. In a survey of 100 U.S. real estate experts and economists by
real estate information company Zillow, released in May, almost half expect the next recession to
occur in 2020. Another 14 percent believe the recession will hold out until 2021, while 24 percent of
panelists expect the recession earlier – sometime in 2019.
Whether you believe the recession is imminent or a long way off, current real estate patterns
indicate a sudden upswing in activity or prices is unlikely in the near future. Real estate markets
tend to operate on a cycle of their own, the length of which varies by market but can be between 10
and 16 years total and flow from a seller’s market to a buyer’s market with a period of balance in
between.
“It doesn’t look like there’s anything on the horizon that’s going to cause a big spike in home prices
or increase demand dramatically,” Ron says.

51 Home Sale Tips
People usually decide within two minutes
whether or not they like your home. Your real
estate representative will do all of the things
necessary to bring in the prospects but your
house is going to have to help sell itself. For a
speedy sale at a great price it is smart to ask
yourself...is your house is as presentable as it
can be? The best way to find out is to imagine
yourself as the prospective buyer.

Here are 51 home sales tips to
prepare your home for sale:

Clean up, fix up and paint up outside
1. Invest in landscaping where it can be seen at first sight. A well manicured lawn,
neatly clipped shrubbery, cleanly swept walks create a good first impression.
2. An extra shot of fertilizer, in season, will make your grass look lush and green.
3. Cut back overgrown shrubbery that keeps light out of the house.
4. Paint your house if necessary. This can probably do more for sales appeal
than any other factor. At least touch up front shutters and window frames.
5.In the winter walks should be free of snow/ice.
6.Inspect the roof and gutters. Check for any missing shingles and gutters and
down spouts to replace.
7. Consider putting flowers outside the front door.
8. Repaint the front door.
9. Paint your mailbox a bright color.
10. Repair broken outdoor steps.

Kitchen
11. The kitchen is the most important room in the house. Make it bright and
attractive. Paint cabinets and put up perky new curtains.
12. Clean the ventilating hood in the kitchen.
13. If the kitchen floor is badly worn, put down new flooring. Replace any
loose tiles and regrout where needed.
14. Remove any appliances that you keep on your counters as clean
counters can make the room look much larger.

Living Areas
15. Have all drywall in good shape. Repair cracks and touch up paint.
16. Check ceilings for leak stains. Repair any issues and repaint.
17. In painting and redecorating, avoid offbeat colors, stick to neutral and
soft colors outside and easy-to-work-with neutrals inside.
18. Replace faded curtains or bedspreads.
19.If you have a fireplace, clean it out and place some logs in it.
20. Wash windows, inside and out.
21. Replace broken glass panes.
22. Replace torn screens.
23. Check that all windows open and close.
24. Replace dim or burned-out light bulbs.
25. Make sure every light switch works.
26. Make the floors shine; clean and polish them. Nail down any creaking
boards or stair treads.
27. Straighten the closets and get rid of excess items. Use air freshener to
eliminate odors.

28. For doors that stick slightly, rub a block of paraffin against the surface that
shows signs of wear or lubricate squeeky hinges.
29. For sliding doors that stick in their tracks, rub tracks with paraffin or wax.

Bathroom
30. Repair dripping faucets.
31. Keep fresh towels in the bathroom.
32. Remove stains from toilets, bathtubs, and sinks.
33. If sinks and bathtubs drain slowly, unclog them.

Basement, Attic and Garage
34. Clean out attic, basement and garage and dispose of everything you
aren’t moving.
35. Make sure there’s plenty of light on the stairs to the basement.
36. If your basement is dark and gloomy, paint ceilings and walls a light color.
37. Repair cracks in the basement floor.

When your house is being shown
38. Keep room draperies open to let in light. This makes rooms appear larger.
39. Have your home well-lit during showing.
40. At night, turn on porch and outdoor lighting.
41. Neatness makes a room look bigger.
42. If possible, leave your furniture and rugs in the house for showing it.
43. Remove dirty dishes in the sink.
44. Keep any toys in the children’s rooms.
45. Keep radio, stereo, TV off or turned down.
46. Take your family away if your broker is holding an open house.
47. Take children on a drive or to play outside.
48. Refer inquiries about seeing your house to your Realtor.
49. Don’t mention furniture or furnishings you wish to dispose
of unless asked.
50. Take pets outdoors during a showing.
51.Let the real estate expert show your house, and don’t tag along. Answer
questions candidly when asked, but don’t offer answers to unasked questions.

This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of title insurance business. Alamo Title makes no express or implied
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PREPARING YOUR
HOME FOR SALE
HOUSE EXTERIOR
o Recently painted siding and trim
o Repair/repaint fences and gates
o Clean and align gutters, shutters and down spouts
o Wash all windows and screens
o Healthy, weed free, neatly cut, trimmed lawn
o Shrubs trimmed neatly and to not touch the house
o Weed free driveway, front walk and shrub areas
o Toys, garden tools, clutter removed from yard
FRONT DOOR-ENTRANCE A REA - EXTERIOR
o Clean, wash and scrub front steps and porch
o Check front doorbell and light
o Replace welcome mat
o Paint or wash storm door, lubricate hinges
o Clean and wash front door tread
FRONT DOOR-ENTRANCE AREA - INTERIOR
o Clear entry area or foyer of all clutter
o Reduce volume and clutter in front closet
o Clean and polish the front entry floor
o Wash, polish and replace light bulbs
o Remove fingerprints and scuff marks on walls
o Paint to lighten and refresh entrance area
LIVING-FAMILY-DINING ROOMS
o Repaint or touch up walls, ceiling and trim
o Repair or replace damaged moulding and trim
o Refinish, clean and wax hardwood and vinyl floors
o Shampoo/steam clean carpet
BEDROOMS
o Repaint, repaper, touch up trim on walls and ceiling
o Replace or clean drapes, bedspread and accessories
o Shampoo carpet or wax and polish floor
o Organize and clean out closets
o Clear off top surfaces of bedroom furniture
o Put all clothing away and out of sight
KITCHEN
o Paint walls, ceiling, trim a light cheery color
o Wallpaper with small pattern and light colors
o Remove wax, scrub and repolish floors
o Wash, wipe down cabinets and appliances
o Thoroughly clean range and ovens
o Clean out refrigerator and wash interior
o Empty dishwasher and clean around controls
o Check operation of all appliances
o Neatly arrange all food storage areas
o Clear and clean all clutter from cabinets
o Wash or replace curtains
o Clean and put away all pet feeding/watering dishes

SHOWING
YOUR HOME
PRIOR TO EVERY SHOWING…
• Open drapes and blinds
• Turn on lights
• Turn on soft music
• Put dog outside
• Cool in summer/warm in winter
• Do not speak to potential purchasers
• Stay out of the way (in one room or outside)
BEFORE THE INSPECTOR ARRIVES...
• Slope ground away from the foundation (out four (4) feet where possible).
• Allow for four (4) inches of foundation to show, including above flowerbeds.
• Cut tree limbs away from house.
• Wash stained siding and brick to remove discoloration or mildew.
• Install splash blocks at downspouts.
• Clean gutters and repair where necessary.
• Repair all rotted wood and paint to match.
• Remove any items stacked (firewood, etc.) against the house or garage.
• Repair or replace damaged screens.
• Cover exposed wiring with flexible conduit.
• Install blanks in circuit breaker box where any are missing.
• Check all electrical outlets for proper wiring.
• Check firebrick in the fireplace. Seal with fireplace mortar where necessary.
• Clean chimney.
• Clean and inspect heater and check for holes or cracks in the heat exchanger.
• Check A/C. It should cool to twenty (20°) degrees below outside temperature.
• Check condensing unit and clean away any debris, leaves, grass, etc.
• Test all smoke detectors. Add new batteries where necessary.
• Toilets should be secured (should not rock).
• Make sure tubs and/or showers do not leak.
• Have all cracks in masonry repaired by professional mason.
• Re-grout any cracks in ceramic tile.
• Repair dripping faucets.
SELLER SHOULD MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO...
• Respond courteously and helpfully to realtors® requests to show property.
• Leave the property when a realtor® is showing it.
• Only discuss why you love this home with the other realtor®. Never talk
about why, when or where you are moving.
• Remember that the other realtors® are representing the buyers so ask them
to call your realtor® for additional information.
• Always ask for a card and proper identification before letting a realtor®
into your home.
• Keep in close contact with your realtor®. Call them after every showing

BATHS
o Paint or wallpaper using light colors
o Scrub tile, bleach and repair grout and clean and polish floor
o Check to see that the drawers/doors open easily
o Seal around tubs and showers
o Clean out medicine cabinet
o Check for evidence of water at toilet base
o Replace old toilet seats and shower curtains
o Buy a new set of color coordinated bath linens
GENERAL
o Remove clutter, papers and all unnecessary items
o Replace burned out bulbs throughout the house
o Remove cobwebs from ceiling and corners
o Remove paint splash on tile, floors and counters
o Wash and polish all hardware and handrails
o Replace switches, outlets that don’t work
o Add colorful plants and flowers to several rooms
o Replace and rejuvenate pillows and accessories
o Clean out and sweep garage and organize attic

This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of
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SO, YOU’VE BEEN THINKING ABOUT
SELLING YOUR HOUSE - AND THEN
YOU REALIZED THAT YOU HAVE
KIDS! HOW IS THAT GOING TO WORK
WITHOUT LOSING YOUR MIND?
POSTED BY PAUL & ANDREA KOHLMAN ON MONDAY, APRIL 23RD, 2018 AT 7:16AM.

Well, it has been done plenty of times before, so don't worry too much. If you plan out the selling process correctly, it is much
easier. Take a deep breath and let's go through this together. The hardest part of selling a home with kids is that they tend to
undo your efforts as soon as you get a room cleaned and ready. You move on to the next room while they follow behind you with
a new mess. Kids don't feel the same sense of urgency that you feel as you are planning out this major life event. This can cause
tensions to rise in the household. In this article, I'll explain some simple steps you can take to make the process much smoother
and more predictable. Here are some tried and true tips:

1. Get Organized & Prepared
The very first step is always to organize your thoughts
and implement a plan. This will help calm your nerves
and give you a sense of control over the situation.
Give yourself some time to organize for a week or so
during nap time or while the kids are at school. Go
through their closets, dressers, and toys. Find items
that you may be able to donate or take to storage.
Clear the tops of dressers and nightstands, take down
personalized items, and put away all but 25% of the
toys and maybe 1-2 weeks worth of clothing. If your
kids are old enough or excited about moving, have
them help choose which toys and clothes they use
most often and let them box up the rest (packing and
marking the box/boxes in a special way can make
them feel included).

2. Make a Family Contract
Make a contract with your kids - after all, you
are signing lots of papers when you buy and sell
your house.
For littles, maybe there is a special toy that they’ve
wanted. Print out a picture of the toy and put it
somewhere (back of the closet door, pantry door,
etc) so they see it daily. A sticker chart can also help
encourage them.
For older kids, if not a special outing, maybe it’s a
“paycheck” that you hand them after closing on your
home! Whatever the reward, make sure it’s
something they are REALLY excited about and be
very specific about their chores and when you need
them completed. Remember to be age appropriate
and realistic.
Put away all toys, gaming stuff, school stuff, clothes,
shoes, and jackets. (It’s great to have a laundry
basket or tote that either fits under the bed or in the
closet to toss toys in quickly.)

3. Make a Clean-Up Checklist for Kids
Making a checklist for all of the chores that your
kids are capable of helping with will set their
expectations on the right path.

Remind them to make their beds (or do their best to
straighten it up), clean off the bathroom counter
(toothbrush, toiletry items - find a special place for
them to put everything and have cleaning wipes
handy), close toilet seats, and hang up towels.
Put the dirty dishes in the dishwasher or hand wash
and put them away. Help turn on all lights in the
home and open blinds before school. Your home
shows better when it’s brighter!

4. Prepare Showing Bags
Pre-made showing bags are a great way to
take pressure off of you while you're frantically
preparing for your next showing. These bags can
hold your kid's favorite treats, drinks, a special
toy/book, cozy clothes/blanket. Whatever you do,
make these fun (something unique that they only get
when there’s a showing - it makes it exciting!)
Make sure there’s a showing bag for you - include
some personal items, just in case you have to run out
of the home quickly and forgot to put on deodorant!
Once you have them made, just keep them in your
car or garage to grab as you leave your house.

5. Pre-Plan Your Routes
Gather some ideas of easy trips for when
showings happen. The less planning you have to do
in the moment, the easier the process. This may be a
good time to go to the park, go on a hike, grab some
food, or just walk around the mall.
If your kids are still in the napping stage, do you
have friends or family who are willing to let you
show up for nap time if needed? Build out a good
list of options so that you can easily escape to
somewhere pleasant when you are leaving your
home for a showing.

6. Make a Personal Checklist
Determine a checklist for yourself. An empty
laundry basket is a great help if you need to gather
items quickly. You can even throw it in the car if
needed!

7. Set Up Showing Delays
Now that you’re ready to go on the market,
ask your agent to give you a 2-hour showing notice
for each requested showing of your home. You can
ask for more or less time based on your needs. Just
make sure you have plenty of time because it's
awkward whenever sellers are trying to get out of
the home when buyers are showing up.
You'll need enough time for your little one to finish a
nap or for your older kiddos to accomplish their
contract items. You'll also need time to do a final
inspection while leaving your house before the
buyers get there. Budget this time wisely so that you
don't feel too pressed for time.

8. Try to minimize your workload:
The easier you can make the process, the
better. Here are a few ideas to get you started:
Cook your meals on the grill or in the oven in a
single dish - less clean up if there isn’t a cooktop to
wipe down. Think about only using two bathrooms less to clean! Have one place for homework and
hide ALL kids craft materials - trust me, you’ll thank
me for this one!
Have toys/books/games/etc. in ONE room - whether
it’s each child’s bedroom or a playroom - leave the
main spaces a little less chaotic. Schedule lots of
outside play - if weather permits - and have them
take their shoes off at the door!

9. RELAX!
There is a good chance that the person
thinking about buying your home has children - or
at least has been around children enough to know
that families have to live in their home.
Not everything will be perfect, and there will be
times when you can’t get to everything on your list!
It’s okay. Your kids are going to take their cues from
you - remember to breathe!

Have something written down so you don’t miss the
important things, then, plan to do a final sweep of
the home once the kids are buckled in the car.
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10 Mistakes That Can Ruin Your Open House
noise, or mechanical noise or neighbor noise that you are covering up.

No. 5: Failure to provide marketing materials
All buyers who walk through your house should be able to pick up
an info packet to take with them, says Weintraub. There's no excuse
for running out of copies. Otherwise it's out of sight, out of mind.

No. 6: Smells

Yes, it's true, it's a seller's market out there, but
you can still ruin your chance at finding a
willing buyer while mortgage rates remain low
or landing the price you want if you mess up
your open house.
Here are 10 open-house mistakes to avoid:
No. 1: Hovering
As a seller, your job is to get out of the way. Let your agent and their
team interact with the buyers. Nothing scares off buyers faster than
getting cornered by a desperate seller, says Elizabeth Weintraub, a
Realtor with Lyon Real Estate in Sacramento, California. "Buyers
don't like it when they are hovered over. Give the buyer some
information and let them look through the home on their own."

No. 2: Half-baked staging
If you are going to professionally stage your home, stage the whole
house, or at least one entire floor. Nothing is more jarring than two
elegantly appointed rooms followed by an empty dining room or
den, says Maureen Reddy, a professional stager and owner of
DaVinci Designer Gallery in Winthrop, Massachusetts.
"Nothing done halfway is ever any good," she says. And unless your
agent is a professionally trained stager or interior designer, hire
someone who knows what they are doing to handle this sensitive
job. Don't let your agent start bringing in his or her furniture for the
open house -- it happens more than you would think and it can
backfire badly, Reddy says.

No. 3: Rookie agent on duty
Your agent may not be the one to actually show your house. But
make sure you are confident your Realtor has a capable and
well-trained team, Weintraub says. While you don't want the agent
at your open house to bombard potential buyers with information,
you want to make sure whoever is there is available to answer any and
all questions and is not more concerned with texting or reading a book.

No. 4: Music

Forget heavy air fresheners. Like other attempts to spice up the
atmosphere, at best it's a distraction and at worst it may raise
questions about what you are hiding.
And yes, while pristine cleaning is paramount, the night before your
open house is not the time to plaster your abode with industrial
cleaners. The stench of bleach -- and the immediate questions it will
raise in a buyer's mind -- will do more damage to your chances than
that tiny patch of mold in the corner of the shower.
Skip the cookies baking in the oven as well. Maybe it worked in the
90s, but buyers figured that one out a long time ago, says Fischman.
"You only get one opportunity to make a first impression and if the
impression is an overwhelming smell, you lose," she says. "Whether it
cookies or disinfectant, if it is noticeable -- and not merely background -- buyers will notice."

No. 7: Leaving jewelry, valuables about
From gawkers to serious buyers, quite a crowd will tramp through
your house. Don't tempt anyone's honesty. Besides losing something
precious, you could also poison the deal with needless suspicion
when something goes missing and everyone is suddenly is a
suspect, Fischman says.

No. 8: Pets
Letting your beloved pets hang around on open house day could
prove costly. Not only should you put your dog or cat in a kennel for
the open house, you need to remove all signs of your beloved
animal friends. That means litter boxes as well -- a number one
turnoff for sellers.

No. 9: The wrong temperature
This one's simple: Your house should be warm but not hot in the
winter and cool but not cold in the summer. Don't blow it by playing
games with the thermostat.

No. 10: Bad photos
If the online photos of your house are dim, blurry, taken at odd angles
or of odd rooms, don't be surprised if no one shows up. Bad photos
prevent potential buyers from ever showing up in the first place.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/money/

You don't need music to sell a house. "At best it is distracting," says
Rona Fischman, owner of 4 Buyers Real Estate in Somerville, Massachusetts. "At worst, buyers will get suspicious that there is more road
This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of title insurance business. Alamo Title makes no express or implied warranty with respect to the information contained herein
and accepts no liability for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of said information.

7 Reasons Why Every Homebuyer
Needs Owner’s Title Insurance
Buying a home is an exciting and emotional time for many people. To help you buy your home with more
confidence, make sure you get owner’s title insurance. Here’s why it’s so important for you:

1. Protects Your Largest Investment
A home is probably the single largest investment you will make in your life. You insure
everything else that’s valuable to you—your life,
car, health, pets, etc., so why not your largest
investment? For a one-time fee, owner’s title
insurance protects your property rights for as
long as you own your home.

2. Reduces Your Risk
If you’re buying a home, there are many
hidden issues that may pop up only after you
purchase your home. Getting an owner’s title
insurance policy is the best way to protect
yourself from unforeseen legal and financial
title discrepancies. Don’t think it will happen to
you? Think again.
Unexpected title claims include:
• outstanding mortgages and judgments, or a lien against the property
because the seller has not paid his
taxes
• pending legal action against the
property that could affect you
• an unknown heir of a previous owner
who is claiming ownership of the
property

3. You Can’t Beat The Value
Owner’s title insurance is a one-time fee that’s
very low relative to the value it provides. It
typically costs around 0.5% of the home’s
purchase price.

4. Covers You
As long as you own your home,owner’s title
insurance protects your property rights.

5. Nothing Compares
Homeowners insurance and warranties protect
only the structure and belongings of your
home. Getting owner’s title insurance ensures
your family’s property rights stay protected.

6. 8 in 10 Homebuyers Agree
Each year, more than 80% of America’s home
buyers choose to get owner’s title insurance.

7. Peace of Mind
If you’re buying a home, owner’s title insurance
lets you rest assured, knowing that you’re protected from inheriting most existing debts or legal
problems, once you’ve closed on your new home.

Your settlement agent will assist you throughout
your real estate transaction to bring it to a successful closing.
For more information visit our website at:

www.alamotitlesa.com
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Real Estate
Definitions
www.alamotitlesa.com
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PRE - CLOSING
CHECKLISTS

POST - CLOSING
REMINDERS

Austin Title will be your closing office for this transaction. In order to make sure your closing goes smoothly,
we've outlined a few things that will help prepare you for the big day and beyond.
- If the parties to the contract have agreed to use a prior survey,
present it to Austin Title for review when the contract is receipted.

- File for your homestead exemption Jan. 1st thru April 30th. You will need
to have your driver’s license address match the property address.

- Request HOA information. This helps us support you in meeting
contract deadlines.

- You will receive a letter in the mail stating pay them $35.00 to file for your
homestead. It is FREE to do this so please don’t pay anyone to do it for
you.

- It will be necessary to bring your spouse to closing, even if they are
not on the loan. They will still have a few things to sign the day of
closing. If there's been a divorce or remarriage during the ownership
period, please inform your escrow officer.

- You will receive a letter from the county that looks very official asking
you to tell them what you paid for the house. Do not fill this form out and
send it back to them. They can raise your taxes if you paid more than
what they have it appraised for.
- You will get something in the mail asking you to pay to get a certified
copy of your deed. Do not pay this. We will give you the original and if
you ever need a certified copy it is $24.00 at the county.
- Once you are settled remember if you know anyone buying or selling
to refer them to your agent. They worked hard to get you into your dream
home.

- Enjoy your NEW HOME!!!
- We will have to have a U.S. issued valid id. This includes driver's licenses, identification cards issued by the department of public safety, or a
U.S. passport. It must be current, have a picture and signature.
- If you have special circumstances, ie: Foreign language, hearing
impaired or unable to attend closing, we must be notified immediately.
- If using a power of attorney, your lender and title company must be
notified immediately to obtain approval of use. We’ll need the
original document at closing and are legally required to contact the
person granting the power of attorney on the day of closing.
- Inform your closer if the transaction is linked to another closing, e.g.,
if the Sellers need the proceeds quickly for a purchase, or if the Buyer’s
funds are coming from another closing.
- If you will be unable to attend the closing, we will make arrangements for a notary service to come to you. The fee for this service is
generally around $150 per signing depending on the state. WE MUST
HAVE THE ORIGINAL SIGNED DOCS BACK IN OUR OFFICE ALONG WITH
ANY BUYER FUNDS AND LENDER FUNDS BEFORE FUNDING.

If you have any questions about any of the items listed above,
please contact your Alamo Title Escrow Officer. If you would like
additional information pertaining to taxes, utilities, relocation resources
or anything else please visit our website at www.alamotitlesa.com.
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- When possible, avoid planning your closings for the last few days of
the month. You will enjoy more options as to closing appointments
and last minute changes or issues will be easier to take care of.
- Any money necessary for closings costs will need to be in the form of
a wire or cashiers check.

WWW.ALAMOTITLESA.COM

MOVING
Checklist
Several Weeks Prior to Move:
- Have a garage sale to dispose of unwanted items.
- Donate unwanted clothing or household goods to charitable organ
nizations.
Obtain receipts showing the items' approx. value for possible tax deductions.
- Begin to use up supplies of canned goods, frozen foods and oth
her
household items. Buy only what will be used before moving.
- Return library books and anything borrowed from friends or neighbors
neighbors,
and collect things you may have loaned.
- Review your relocation package if you have one, and determine what
expenses will be paid by your company.
- Start a log of moving expense receipts (some may be tax deductible).
- Get written estimates from moving companies. Check the limits of
insurance they offer, and if it covers replacement cost.

Prior to Moving Day:
- Confirm with your employer that you're scheduled to be off on moving day.
- Purchase supplies like packing tape, bubble wrap and furniture pads,
Boxes, boxes, boxes!
- Drain fuel from your power mower and other machinery.
- Pack "Open First" Boxes. For each room you pack, set aside one box that
contains everything you'll need the first few days in your new home.
- Finish taking apart furniture that needs to be disassembled.
- Sort out any plants you're taking.
- Check that all the paperwork
k related
r
to your house sale/purchase is complete.
- Close bank accounts if necessary.
- Finish your major packing.
- Pack up your computer and electrical equipment. Write down serial numbers.
- Make sure all boxes are clearly marked/labelled.
- Start cleaning the house as you go.
- Make sure you have all the documents related to your move on hand.
- Check in with the movers and confirm the start time of your move.

And Don’t Forget to:
- Defrost freezer/refrigerator. Place charcoal to dispel odors.
- Have appliances serviced for moving.
- Plan special care needs of infants, children, seniors, pets and potted plants.
- Clean out club, gym and school lockers; pick up all dry cleaning.
- Check all closets, cabinets and rooms to make sure you didn't leave
anything. Take out the garbage. Lock the windows.
- Leave all keys and garage door openers needed by new owner. Leave a
note with your contact information for the new owners.

And On Moving Day, Don’t Forget:
- It's easiest to load the truck if you have everything organized in a
predesignated order. Load first items you need the least, and load "Open
First" boxes last.
- Carry currency, jewelry, and documents yourself, or use registered mail.
- Check thermostat and make sure temperature is set appropriately.

At New Home:
- Be on hand to accept delivery. If you cannot be th
here personally, be sure you
authorize an adult to be your representative to accept
a
deliver and pay charges.
- Place a floor plan of your new home by the entrance to help movers
determine where each piece of furniture shou
uld go.
- Give the kids a job to do - let them start on theirr rooms.
rooms Usually,
Usually the kitchen
and the kids rooms are the best to set up first, as it helps them feel at home.
- Supervise moving crew on location of furniture and boxes. Begin unpacking
necessary basics first - basic kitchen utensils, bath
b
toiletries, etc.
- Check to make sure all utilities are on and wo
orking properly.

Send Change of Address to:
• Alumni associations
• Attorneys
• Banks (auto loans, checking accounts,
credit cards, home equity, mortgage, safe
Begin making a "Survival
deposit box, savings account)
Box" for the move. This
• Cell phone provider
should include paper, pens,
• Child care/daycare
• City/County Tax Assessor
stamps,envelopes, cellophane
• Credit bureaus
& heavy duty tape, scissors,
• Credit card issuers
tape measure, paper
• Department of Motor Vehicles
cups,ziplock
bags, paper
• Dry cleaning pick-up and delivery
plates & towels, plastic
• Employer
• Family members
utensils, facial & toilet
• Health: medical, dental, prescription
tissue, instant coffee or tea,
histories. Ask doctor and dentist for
cream/sugar, soap
soap, moist
referrals, transfer needed prescriptions,
towelettes, aspirin,
x-rays. Contact pharmacies.
bandaids, can opener,
• House cleaning service and lawn care
bottled water, travel alarm,
• Insurance coverage: life, health, fire,
and auto.
flashlight, small tools kit,
• Magazine and newspaper subscriptions
trash bags, snacks or drinks,
• New business cards
children's games, address
• Passport
book,
spare car keys, phone
• Pet sitter/ dog walker/ pet day care
books
for the city you are
• Post office (give forwarding address)
• Professional organizations
leaving and your destination.
• Retirement plan holders
• Schools/Parent-teacher association
(ask for copies or transfer records.)
• Social Security Administration
• State/Federal Tax Bureaus and accountantt/tax preparer
• Swimming pool maintenance/membershiipss
• Utility companies: gas, light, water, teleph
hone, fuel and cable
• Veterinarian (pet licenses, vaccinations, tag
gs, etc)
• Veterans Administration

This product is being provided as a general service to the community at large without the condition of the referral of
title insurance business. Alamo Title makes no express or implied warranty with respect to the information
contained herein and accepts no liability for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of said information.

